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APGoPo Unit 1 
 

CONFLICT AND COMPROMISE 
 

A major issue at the convention was the balance of power between the large states and the small.  The large 

states favored a strong national government that they believed they could dominate, and the small states 
wanted stronger state governments that could avert domination by the central government.  These different 

interests are apparent in the first discussions of representation in Congress.  Most favored a bicameral, or two-
house, legislature, similar to the organization of most state legislatures since colonial times.    

 
 The Virginia Plan (favored by more populous states) 

o Representation in each house based on population and/or monetary contributions to the national 

government by the state  

 The New Jersey Plan (favored by small states) 

o Representation in house would be equal among the states  
 The Connecticut Compromise 

o Called for one house in which each state would have an equal vote – to be selected by the state 

legislatures – (New Jersey Plan = Senate) and a second house in which representation would be 
based on population – only form of direct democracy in original Constitution for elected officials – 

(Virginia Plan = House of Reps) and in which all bills for raising or appropriating money would 

originate 
 

 

 

Another disagreement at the Convention was based on North/South differences, particularly regarding the 
counting of slaves for purposes of apportioning seats in the House.  The South wanted to count slaves in order 

to increase its number of representatives, and the North resisted.  The delegates finally agreed on the Three-

fifths Compromise, which allowed southern states to count a slave as three-fifths of a person, allowing a 
balance of power between North and South.  

 
 North-South Compromises 

o Issue of representation in the House of Representatives was resolved by the three-fifths 

compromise – counting of slaves (North gets taxes, South gets reps) 
o Slave Trade compromise - forbidding Congress the power to tax the export of goods from any 

State, and, for 20 years, the power to act on the slave trade 

o Southern delegates insisted on a two-thirds majority in the Senate before presidents could ratify 
treaties 

 
 

Another debate concerned the selection of the president.  The initial decision was for the president to be 

selected by Congress, but the delegates were concerned about too much concentration of power in the 
legislature.  On the other hand, they feared direct election by the people, especially since the House of 

Representatives were to be popularly elected.  The Compromise was to leave the selection of the president to 
an electoral college - people selected by each state legislature to formally cast their ballots for the presidency.  

 

 Election of the President 

o Life term vs. annual election >> compromise of a 4-year term 
 There was NO LIMIT on the number of terms that a president could serve (until the 22nd 

Amendment) 
o Method of election: 

 Some wanted election by Congress 
 Some wanted election by state legislatures 

 Some wanted direct election 

 Compromise: Electoral College system 


